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RHETORIC OF SELF IDENTITY:

THE CASE OF THE MISSISSIPPr CHOCTAW-

By L. Brooks Hill and Philip Lujan*

A conference entitled "Rhetoric of the'.Contemporary South"

conjures up innumerable images and expectationd The study of

Native Americans or Indians hardly numbers among the likely expec-

tations. TO neglect these ethnic minorities, however,- represents
.

a very serious oversight. When the nineteenth-century expansion

of the United States moved many Indians west,of the Mississippi,
1

that series of events concealed the large numbers of these people

who remained in their southern homelands.. Thrdbghout the south-

eastern United States are pockets of Nattve Americans. Most of

-these groups suffer from their absentee status.
2 These.people are

often deprived of federal assistance provided their westerncounter-
.

parts, and because of.reduced numbers, less federal assistance,

and cultural differences do hot often have the power to overcome
-

their poor circumstances. With the current, national trend toward

cultural pluralism and ethnic identity, these absenteergrou0s are,

struggling more vigorously to regain their identity, respect, and

federal attention. \

*Bothiputhors are members of the faculty in the Department
of Communication, University of Oklahoma. L. Brooks Hill.(Ph.D.,
University of Illinois, 1968) is an Associate Professor. Philip
Lujan (J.D., University of New Mexico, 1974) is an Assistant Profes-
sor and Director of Native American Studies for the University.
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This paper examines the case of one absentee Native Ameridan

band struggling to, establish its.identity and directions for a

more prosperous future, and to project the implications Of the,ir

situation for their intercultural relations. The central research

question asks what are the intercultural communication problems

;41:doh result from the questionable status of the Mississippi

Band of Choctaw? Three major sections comprise this paper: The

first section describes the current status of this group. The

salient issues entailed by their current status are identified

in the second section. The implications for intercultural com-

munication are the focus of the final section. Methodologically,

the study is primarily historical and preliminary: From the

historical description we attempt to conceptualize the situation

in terms which will facilitate more empirically oriented field

research.

Current Status

The present confusing status of the Mississippi Choctaw

derives from a unique historical relationship with the federal

government and a modern legal contest of jurisdiction with the

state government which grew out of their past. To understand

their specific historical relationship, one must consider the

general treatment of Indians by the federal government. Although

it may.appiar tedious, this overview is also necessary to under-

stand the two recent Choctaw cases. Many minor legal technicalities

will be summarized but not discussed to render the complex total

situation more comprehensibile.



Historical Review

The Choctaws trace their legal relationship with the

federal government to 1786 when the first in a series of"treaties

was signed.
3 'The act of signing a treaty was an implicit recogni-

tion by the federal goveirnment of the autonomous and self-governixtg

authority of Inaian tribes. When the U.S. was still a relatively

weak nation it needed sufficient tranquility on its borders to

insure stable growth. The practice of treating with Indian tribes

did not cease until 1871 when the U.S. goverment felt secure.

This treaty of 1786 defined the northern border of the Choctaw

Nation. Following this initial treaty, a series of sevenithers

culminated in the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek in 1830. The

Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek ceded the last of the tribal land

held in Mississippi which was 10,500,000 acres. This figure,

when added to the terktory ceded by the various previous seven

treaties, totaled 23,119,964 acres.
4

The Dancing Rabbit Creek treaty was the final mechanism

to accomplish the removal of the Choctaw from Mississippi. Unques-

tionably, the governmental policy encouraged removal; however, to

avoid another Cherokee tragedy a provision allowed individual

Choctaw families to remain in Mississippi. Persons opting for

this alternative were allowed 640 acres per head of household

and a lesser acreage for children and other family members who

remained in the household. Those Choctaws remaining became citizens

ok the state and forfeited their trust status in five years. Most

of the Choctaws moved to Oklahoma, but approximately 5,000 remained

5
-in Mississippi. The option to join their departed tribesmen in
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Oklahoma, plus federal incentives, were enough to pare the.origi-

rial 5,000 to around 2,0004bi the early 1900'8.6 There is little

controversy that the federal relationship with these remaining

Choctaws was severed; however, the treaty contained no provision

,concetning their future disposition. Several individuals who

represented themselVes as Choctaws unsuccessfully sought recogni-

tion and thus fedeeal benefits. This group of people was separate

from those full-blood Choctaws who remained under the provisions

of the 1830 treaty.

For the most part, the Mississippi Choctaws lived in

proverty and anonymity among their rural neighbors. Unfortunately,

this anonymity extended to the Mississippi state government. In

the Supreme Court case, Winton u Amos, 255 U.S. 373 (1921), the

court noted that the remaining Choctaws were denied state services

and all social and political privileges. This apparent-lack of \\,,

responsibility by the state prompted the Mississippi congressional

delegation to secure federal aid for the Mississippi Choctaws. If

obtained, this would place them de facto within the traditional

framework for providing trust services and the Bureau of Indian

Affairs (B.I.A.). To assess their situation, the B.I.A. sent

special agents to the Choctaws in 1908 and 1916. Their reports

of the poor economic and health conditions prompted fedeeal action.

In 1918 Congress passed a Relief Act which appropriated money for

the establishment of an Indian agency, for construction and main-

tenance of day schools, and for the purchase of land and the

encouragement of farming and industry.
7 The agency was established

quickly, and seven day schools, one in each of the Choctaw

6
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communities, were built by 1930. .A B.I.A. hospital was opened

in 1929. Moreover, between 1918 and 1931, Congress passed twelve

specific appropriation acts forupe Mississippi Choctaw.
8

At this time the Choctaw benefited from a national change

in federal policy toward Indian tribes in general. The Indian

Reorganization Act (I.R.r.) of 1934 represented an attempt to

strengthen triba governments and recognize their inhereft

autonomy.
9 This ct changed the assimilationist policy of the

Indian allotment era by ceasing allotments and extending the trust

status of Indian lands indefinitely. It also provided an organi-

zational charter for Indian governments and delegated congressional

power to establish reservations to the Secretary of the Interior.

4
The Mississippi Choctaw voted to organize under the provisions of

the I.R.A. in 1935. Four years later the Interior Department

sponsored an act which.placed all of the land purchased for the

Mississippi Choctaw sincW 1918 in trust by the Uni,ped States.1°

House Report No. 194, 76 Cong., 1st Sess., Ektated that one of the

purposes of the 1919 act was to facilitate matters if the Choctaws

chose tO organize under the I.R.A. The final link in thi; chain

of federal eirents was a proclamation issued by the Secretary of

Interior on Decembec 4, 1944, F.R. Doc. 44-19063. This proclamation

(recounted the past federal action discussed above and then dedlared

the Choctaw lands to be an Indian Reservation fOr the benefit of

the members of the Mississippi Choctaw.

The Mississippi Choctaws have worked steadily with federal

assistance to develop the services provided by the tribal government.
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A demographic survey performed in 1974 revealed that 3,783 Choctaw

Indians of at least half-blood lived on'or near the seven village

communities. 11
The seven communities which remain as cultural

centers are Bogue Chitto, Bogue Homa, Conehatta, Pearl River, Red

Water, Standing Pine and Tucker. A fascinating statistic provided

by the study is that 80% of the Choctaws surveyed speak Choctaw

in their homes as their primary language. In contrast only about

7% primarily speak English in the home. Bilingual Choctaw-English

programs are offered in the elementary schools and the recently

completed Choctaw Central High Schogt. The tribal government is

housed in a mOdern complex of office buildings built with federal

assistance.

A significant effort of the Choctaws has been the,establish-

ment of a tribal, courtLsystem, Law enforcrent is provided y

tribal members who are trained and salaried by the B.I.A. The

tribal court is a Court of Indian Offenses which is established

and supervised by the Secretary of Interior to enforce a code

developed by the B.I.A. In 1974, a tribal jail was completed,

eliminating the neceseity of using local county jails considered

unsafe for Choctaw inmates. 12 A juvenile offender program was

initiated in 1968 using the facilities of a recently completed

tribal youth center and trihl foster homes. .Followihg a recent

(i977) decision of the'Fifth.Circuit Court of Appeals, tribal law

and order and the tribal court system's operation were suspended.

However,.they have been resumed upon the acceptance of certiorari

by the Supreme Court pending the final decision which was handed

down last Friday, June 23, 1978.
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Recent Cases,

Since 1944 the Mississippi Choctaw have enjoyed the advan-
.

tages of federal recognition and trust status.. This includes

health benefits, education, and general federal development support.

le The tribe has steadily increased its sophistication within the

federal funding process. This inareasing federal support has

brought needed jobs to the reservation. Nothing had arisen to

question the basis of that federal support prior to 1972. The legal

issue of the present Choctaw status arose as a consequence of a

complex sequence of events that involved a ciVil suit and a

criminal case. Specifically, the federal trust status question

arose in a civil suit initiated in 1972 by the federal government

acting in its trust capacity and as a result of two persistent

Choctaw individuals indicted by both the federal and stap courts

for, identical indident.occurring in 1975.-

Events leading to the civil suit began in 1965. The

Choctaw tribal council, pursuant to federal.regulations, established

a Choctaw Housing Authority necessary for particip6tion in the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare's housing programs.

To facilitate the building of more homes on a specific grant amount,

a non-profit development company was incorporated in, 1970. This

corporation was incorporatedunder Mississip4pi law to perform the

actual construction of the Choctaw homes. The decision 'to incor-

porate under state law was a,--serious tactical error, 'because other

options were available to the tribe given their federal status.

This development corporation,was subsequently awarded a large con-

tract, and construction of homes began. The State Tax Commission
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then assessed the corporation a tax based on the federal contract.

The corporation and the tribal council ignored the assessment on

the basis of their tribal status and a special exemption for the

Mississippi Band of Choctaw which had beempassed by the Mississippi

State legislature km 1968. This special exemption, apparently

lobbied for by the Mississippi Choctaw, was also a tactical error.

Given the federal status of the tribe, the state act vras super-

fluous and only strengthened the state's impression that its,laws

had effect on the reservation.

The Tax Commission subsequently filed a notice of a tax lien

for approximately $19,000 against the corporation. Neither the

corporation nor the tribe attempted to pursue its state remedies.

Thus, in 1972, the United States in its role as trustee filed an

action in federal district court seeking an injunction against the

state tax commission.13 \or procedural reasons the district court

did not allow the federal government to pursue the action. The

development corporation proceeded, and the cOurt eventually ruled

injavor of the corporation. The court then enjoined the tax.com-

mission from pursuing any asseswent action. The tax commission

appealed the decision to the United States Fifth Circuit tourt of

Appeals. At the appeals level the tax commission prevailed. In

reversing the lower court's decision, the)court held that the

development corporation did not partake of the sales tax exemption

granted the Choctaw Tribe in 1968 and was i separate entity incor-

porated under and bound by Mlipissippi law. If the decision had

stopped there, the Choctaws would merely have needed better legal

advice concerning their federal status in future business ventures.

0 -1-o
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However, the court continUed and further.stated that the tribal

character and federal relationship of thb

with the signing of the Treaty of Dancing

to,

Mississippi Choctaw ceased

Rabbit Creek in 1830.

Furthermore, this termination of federal status was not rehabili-

tated by either the Indian Reorganization Act or the Department of

Interior's proclamation of 1944, classifying the Choctaw lands a

reservation and the tribe federally recognized.

The court reasoned that only "Tribes" could organize and

partake of the advantages afforded by the Inilian Reorganization

Act. Since the "official" Choctaw tribe had removed to Oklahoma,

what remained in Mississippi was merely an assemblage of Choctaw

individuals. They were not a tribe but state citizens. Thus, the

Interior's proclamation was also null and void, because it derived

its basic authorization for granting of reservation status from

the Indian Reorganization Act. This decision has created a unique

situation, because Indian tribes usually sue the federal government

for recognition. Here the federal government is actively endorsing

recognition, and the state courts have declared such endorsement
1

was without legal effect.

Although dissatisfied with the resalt,fthe U.S. Solicitor

General's office did not appeal the Circuit Court's decision. They

dedided that the criminal case discussed below presented a better

-fact situation upon which to proceed. Thus the initial civil case

aitionin0Choctaw trii,a1 status had a rather anticlimactic ending.

*/ It did, hoWever, cause frightening alarm to the Choctaw tribal

government. The total amount of federal support to the tribe for

the fiscal year 1976 was in excess of $10,000,000.
14 Although

11
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these personal matters were discounted by the court., the threat

to the tribe was real because f ral legislation consistently

required federal recognition a prerequisite for tribal partici-

pation.

The broad holding of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appcals

concerning Choctaw tribal status was revitalized within a`criminal

context. This criminal case has reaalled th*Supreme Court in the

form of two separate actions which have been consolidated because

of the similarity of their issues. The titles of the two cases

are United States m John
15 and John v. Mississippi.

16 The essential

issue in each case is the question of federal jurisdiation versus

state jurisdiction. This issue in turn revolved around the legal

status,of the Choctaw tribe. For the sake of manageability the

facts of the case and the complex jurisdictiohal issues will be

..

summar i zed . r
In 1975, two Choctaw men, Smith John and his son Harry Smith

John, were indicted and tried before'a. federal district court for

(7
J

assaultWith intent to kill within Indian country pursuant to fed-,. .

eral statutes. The defendants were charged with assadlting a non-

Indian, Artis Jenkins, who was attempting to collect a debt upon

land which-was Choctaw trust land. The jury acqu4Ated the defendants

of the assaultwith intent to kill charge but convicted them of the

lesser'included offense of simiSle assault. Defendants were 'then

sentenced to 90 days and fined. The seltence was served and the

fine paid.

The defendants appealed thiM conviction, because under,the

U.S. law, they contend, excklusive jurisdiction elver simple assault
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by an Indianciccurring in Indian country lies .with.the tribal/court.

They did not contest the jurisdiction of the federal court in

Indian country but the extension of federal jurisdiction through

the lesser included offense. This is the case titled United States'

v. John. The appeals court rendered its opinion on October 11, 1977. 17

It-denied the appeal holding that the Choctaw lands where the

incident occurred are not "Indian country" and, therefore, the

federal district cost had no jurisdiction over defendants to try

them on any charge. This had, the effect of creating an agreement

with the Mississippi Supreme Court decision reached earlier. Both

decisions validated state jurisdiction and negatedgederal jurisdic-

tiori.

The assertion of state jurisdidtion began in April, 1976,,

when the defendants.were indicted by a Mississippi county grand

jury. The charge was aggravated assatilt,un-der Mississippi statutes.

This indictment was based on the identical incident concerning Artis

Jenkins for which the aefendants had been tried and sentenced in
V.

federal court. Defendant's procedural attempts to )dismiss the ,

charges concerned double jeopardy and exclusive federal jurisdic-

tion over the offense. All of their arguments were denied,-and.they

were tried in state court, convicted, and sentenced to two years in

the state penetentiary. Thii2 conviction was appealed to the Missis-

sippi Supreme Court based on their previous arguments to have the

charges dismissed. The Mississippi Supreme Court affiried their

convictions. This appeal is titled John 'v. Mississippi. The State

Supreme Court reached their decision prior to the Fifth CircUit

,

Court of Appeals decision in United States v. John, discussed

above. The staie court held that Choctaw land was not Indian.

.13
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country, and, therefore, the federal court had no jurisdiction.

This effectively mooted the defendant's doublpvjeopardy and exclu-

sive federal jurisdiction arguments. Defendants served eight months

of their state sentence and were released on bond pending'the out-
.

come of their appeal. One of the defendahts, Harry Smith John,, is

now deceased.

Salient Issues

Despite the complex procedural aspects of the recent crim-'

inal cases, the central question for the Mississippi Band of Choctaw

is whether the sequence of federal actions begun in 1918 and ending

in 1944 were legally sufficient to reestablish them as a tribe. Even

though this question was answered last Friday in their favor, the

underlying problems implied deserve continued concern. The,sub-

stantial concerns underlying this decision are tke viability of the

legal system 'as a tribi.remedy, the legal sufficiency of federal .

action, and Indian law problems in general. From the basis of .

these legal concerns, this section will then examine some related

economic 'and social implications.

Legal Issues

The Mississippi Choctaw's struggle for legal and cultural

recognition j.s a classic example of the frustration associated with

the ineptness of our adversary legal system. The American legal

system is not designed to handle policy issues such as those involved

in Indian cases. The ideals of the system are the establishment of

factuality and the application of precedent to the factuality. This

is accomplished,insofar as possible, through the application of

objective criteria and a plethora of technical procedures. Concerning

14
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Indian tribes, the system has many sh 9ttcomings. For example, its

expense and delays are seridlis problems, because tribes have little

tribal money and often need rapid solutions; the criminal cases.

presented above were begun in 1975 and three years is a long wait

for a decision that affects tribal planning and federal funding

cycles. The federal government is also obligated td defend tribes,

but this is by no means an enforceable right. In fadt, this often

merely gives the government a veto of tribal litigation desires.

Time also becomes a serious factor through the application

of the doctrine of precedent. Past decisiovis function as a4con-
.

straint on future decisions. Having precedent or a line of cases

which reflect one's case gives that party a considerable advantage.

Regardless of the volume of favorable Indian cases, this is still

a prOblem. The quantity of cases is misleading, because the federal

government recognizes over three hundred and sixty tribes. EVery

tribe is unique and despite certain similarities, generalizations

are dangerous. Thus, an ill-Advised law suit adVanced by a tribe

with a weak case can hurt other tribes with entirely different

circumstances or lead to unnecessary cases filed'out df confusion.

Although decisions are formally limited to the particular case, as

a practicalutter they often have.the effect of establishing law

.for all tribes.

Because the stakes of legal litigation are high, eac# side

must exploit every procedural advantage possible. This compounds

the time and cost problem. More substantially, however, minor vio-

cedural points often have the effect of providing a decision, with-

out an examination of the actual merits of the case. Whereas this

15
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works to the advantage and disadvantage of both sides, tribes are

often seeking a definitive statement of their situation which is

not conclusively provided in procedural histories. This is further

aggravated by judiciaj. attempts to avoid broad decisions. Con-

sidering these problems at a personal level the Indians are per-

plexed by a system so procedurally oriented and which avoids de-

finite conclusion, casts their fate in abstract concepts, and de-

cides it in remote places.

More specifically, several legal issues from the criminal

case deserve attention. To discuss all of the arguments and vari-

ations of those arguments presen*d by the various interests in

these cases is not feaiible. Briefs have been filed by the State

of Mississippi, United States, individual Choctaw defendants, and

the Mississippi Choctaw tribe. Anyone wishing to pursue the issues

in detail should read the btiefs. However, during oral argument

before the Supreme Court, interest centered around the arguments

concerning the Indian Reorganization Act.
18 Because of its impor-

tance to the court and to the Choctaw, we will examine this aspect .

and extend its implications.

The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals and the Mississippi Supreme

Court both construed the Indian Reorganization Act as limited to

Indian tribes living on reservations already in existence in 1934.

Section 7 of the act authorized the Secretary of the Interior to

proclaim new reservations on lands purchased pursuant to the act.

The use of this provision to justify the Interior's proclamation of

1944, which recognized the Mississippi Choctaw as a tribe, is the

tribe's strong point. The state maintains that Section 7 applies

only to Indians living under federal tutelage and Indians who did
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not wish to give up their tribal affiliation: Since the -Treaty

of Dancing Rabbit Creek, they assert, the Mississippi Choctaws

have not liVed-under federal tutelage. The tribe' on the other hand,

argues that to accept the state's contention would render Section

7 meaningless; it could only be applied.to situations not.needing

federal recognition because they already had it.

The argument considered toughest by defendant's co-counsel

Richard B. Collins concerned Section 19 of the act.
19,

This pro-

vision defined "Indian" for the purposes of the Indian Reorganiza-

tion Act as members of tribes, their decendants living on reserva-

tions in 1934,..and all other persons of one half or more Indian

blood. The final clause appears to clearly include the Mississippi

Choctaws and thus work in their favor. However, it causes problems

for the tribal position, because previous Supreme Court decisions

have asserted that the special Indian status is a political rela-

tionship and not a racial relationship. Thus, tribal citizenship,

which traces through the tribe to the treaty'relationship with the

federal government, is not simply a matter of those who are indivi-
*'

dmal anicestors of Indian people. The state has maintained all

along that the Choctaws are racially Indians, but not politically

Indian. The lawyers arguing the tribal position assert that the

phrase still refers to a political connection, because Congress

was attempting by their definitions to insure that the act had a

broad beneficial effect but was still limited to descendants from

an Indian tribe close enough to justify the special status. Thus,

Indians of a lesser blood quantum than one-half were not sufficiently

politically related to the Indian tribal problems which justify

17
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their trust status. These definitional problems may appear insigni-

ficant, but thelrattracted Ne court's attention and-further provide

an excellent example of the difficulty of litigation to focus on

substantive concerns, rather than legal minutiae.

The jurisdictional conflict surrounding the status of Indian

tribes hafecontinued from the 18304s with the early Cherokee cases.

The precedent established in those early cases is still applied.

The main proposition is that without express congressional consent,

staie law havno applioition on Indian reservations. The plenary
I

power of congress to control Indian affairs and the guardian-ward

concept were also established. At first only an analogy, the

guardian-ward relationship has provided the legal foundation

through judicial doctrine to justify recognition of tribal govern-

ments and provision of federal services. The notion of the federal

government acting as the trustee for Indian interests was also

functional to the federal government as a convenient means to

advance federal superiority over states. Through the courts, the

federal government has consistently and jealously guarded its super-

intendance of the trust relationship against state intrusion. When

Indian tribes havtlost in court they have primarily lost in rela-

tionship to the federal government's power and not states. Despite

the confusion, Indian tribes have benefited from the conflict between

the extension of federal power and the resistance of state govern-

ments. They also realize that if someone must regulate, the federal

government is preferable to the state. Thus the legal framework

was established to allow the federal government to regulate almost

every facet of Indian people's lives. This regulation has brought

both frustration and qatisfaction to Indian people.

lb
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'The federal-state conflict over Indian status has resolved

itself into an uneasy truce.. In the western states with aolarge

concentration of Indian ;eeservations practically every fact situa-

tior0.n relationship to tribes has been litigated. States have

always resented the existence of what they consider io be "Islands"

of jurisdiction within their territory. National foests, federal

enclaves and military bases are tolerated; their relationship to

the national welfare is direct. However, the perpetuation and

promotion of Indian tribal sovereignty has always tried the patience

of the states. This is particularly vexing to the state because the

Supreme Court hasconsistently resolved ambiguity ofidocuments in

favor of Indian people. The court will also usuallydefer to the

supposed expertise of the federal administrative branch concerning

the discharge of the trust responsibility.

In fairness to the states it should be noted that the unique,

relationship between the federal government and Indian tribes is a

peculiarity within our federal system. In fact, the relationship

represents an anomaly to the modern and consistent desire for uni-

formity; instead of deriving from a singular perspectiire it was

fabricated as a combination of differing perspectives to meet the

needs of both Indian people and the federal government. Nowhere else

has a government that has conquered an indrgenous native people

given those people the local governing power and, legal recognition

enjoyed by the American Indians. Mississippi is relatively fresh

to this anomalous area of federal law. But like her sister states,

with Indian reservations, who have probed limits of their state

sovereignty in relationship to Indian tribes, the threat to Missis-

sippi sovereignty is Clear.
19



The threat to tribal survival,and soveteignty is also clear,

Mississippi Aas demonstrated by past behavior its inability to pro-

vide full citizenship and recognition of the tribal concerns for

survival. Indian people have farepl-well in the Supreme'Court. They

are accustomed to losing at every level until the Supreme Court.

The complex historical background of the Mississippi Choctaw and

its present leal posture embodied in tHe two criminal cases recently

before the Supreme Court fit this pattern well. Their resolUtion

temporarily favors the Indian, but another day on other iisues the

inherent controversies will surface over again, informally or

formally, depending on the strategies employed by the different

parties involved.

Economic and Social Lmplications

The legal issues confronting the Mississippi Band of Choctaw

closely relate to the economic issues. As the case of Chata Develop-

ment Corporation *. Mississippi Tax Commission revealed, the tax

1

exempt status of Ithe corporations is very important.
20, If several

A

corporations are formed, each tax exempt and competing with other

existing businesses, not only does the state lose revenue from the

Indians, but from other businesses which pay taxes as well. Other

extensions of tax exemptions are also likely, as cases in other

states have already permitted exemptions from state income tax

derived from activities withih the reservation and from taxes on

cigarettes.
21 The impact of the tax exemptions will ultimately

affect the limited tax base and entire economy of a sparsely populated,

rural, agricultural county.
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Without tax revenue, other issues surface. How, for example,'

does the county provide seriaces in areas of questionable jurisdic-

tion? Chances are that the county will provide few, if apy, services,

thus worsening the circumstances of the Indians. A favorite ploy

of the states and counties has been "the attempt to direct Indians

desi,king silate services to the B.I.A. In reality states are obliga-
(

tedto-provide services to Indian people, even though non-taxed.

Arizona, which contains the majority of the Navajo reservation, has

led the unsuccessfulestate resistance to the extension of state

services to Indians.

The jurisdictional problems are also irritating to counties

which realize they have very little control over how the Indians

use their land. They may confound zoning provisions, oversaturate

the community with certain businesses, or minimie use of non-Indian

lands adjacent to reservation lands outside of state control. Many

Indian tribds view zoning and establishment of environmental protec-

tion law as an unfair limiting of tribal industrial development. Tribes

late to the industrial deltelopment area feel conteks are specifically

aimed at restricting tribal development. An analogous situation

arises over fish and game regulations. Now that their lands are

recognized as reservations, Mississippi Choctaws will be exempt from

state fish and game regulations on that level; state licensing, sea-

sonal limitation, and bag limits illustrate the exemptions.

When federal money moves into a poor, rural county, other

problems surface. Because federal salaries are nationally competi-
.

tive, the fed7a1 money tends to inflatE'the local economy, artifically

.164,
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producing disparities which create difficulties for many of the cit-:

izens who cannot match the inflationary Cycle. Often times, non-

Indians hold the federal jobs and return to the general community

where the salary disparity is %re conspicuous. Not only are the,

economic disparities conspicuous, but community alembers who seek

those jobs encounter federally sanctioned preferential hirin§ of

Indians for those lucrative positions.

A final afit even more perplexing economic problem qtems from

*N. Indian tribal competition for federal money. The federal money

is conceived as a limited pie; the more times one cuts it up, the

smaller the pieces for each one served. Thus, other Indian tribes

may not fully support the Mississippi Choctaw or another struggling

group in order to keep from further sacrificing their own welfare.

In.fact, during the recent litigations of the Mississippi Choctaw,

government agencies such as.H.E.W. and H.U.D. were scrutinizing

federal a'ssistance to a group in questionable status. Had these

agencies not investigated, other Indian tribes may well have initiated

inquiry concerning fedeiral support for an unrecognized group. To

non-Indian observers of Native Americans, the tendency to presume

Indian unity is likely, but thus very inaccurate. The politics

among Indian groups, even intra-tribally, is often divisive and

non-productive. Thus, one tribe may keep another from federal money

to protect their own self interest.

Growing out of the legal and economic issues are several

social and political implications. Because of the economic problems

associated with their tax exempt status, laqg of controlled land use,

the inflated economy, and a general misunderstanding of the rationale

for special Indian privileges, local communities are often hostile
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in their dIscrimination against Indians. This discrimination, in

turn, creates a distance between the Indians and other member of

the community which perpetuates distrust and misunderstanding by

each group. One of th partiCularly salient issues here involves

the overculture's "the ' of orphaned Indians. Adoption and foster

hdme laws an standards are established by the states. Because of

their poverty, Indians often cannot meet such standards, especially

yequirements concerning Specific minimum ratios of home floor

square footage and window space. Given these inadequacies, the

Indians cahnot adopt orphans of their fellow tribal meMbers. In

fact, on most reservations under state control, over 90% of Indian

children up for adoption go to non-Indian families, thus creating

problems of cultural transmission and maintainence, as well as

grave distrust of the overculture.
22

People in our society generally resent special perquisites

unless they are receiving them. When these same people see the

preferential treatment of Indians by the federal government, hey

react negatively. This reaction is also not limited to the public

majority, but other ethnic minorities as well, especially Blacks.

Were one to survey Ole non-Indian residents of the Choctaw occupied

counties in Mississippi, we suspect the level of ignorance about the

federal government's relation to Indians would demonstrate well this

basic aspect of the discriminatory behaviors. This Problem grows

when confused with the different notions of civil rights in thq

South. To most southerners civil rights refers to forced inte-

gration and is identified with Blacks. This concept of civil rights

is inapplicable to the guardianspip the federal government maintains
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regarding Indians0.n fact, the federal policy toward Indians is

the.continued maintenance Of their separateness. This distinction

is typically misunderstood, thus perpetuating and intensifying

the aggravation over special privileges.

Internal tribal politics also confounds the unity of Indian

groups. The problems here often result,from the Curiousefforts of.

Indians and the federal government to graft the political/system

of the overculture on their tribal political system. The product

of this grafting is often ,unwieldy, violates cultural norms more

deeply entrenched, and leads to non-productive in-fighting. One

example of these difficulties is nepotism. Select families tradi-

tionally tend to dominate Indian tribes. That approach is incon-

sistent with the procedures of democratic government and often pro-
4

duces intense family controversies and power struggles. In some

instances, democratic elections have created new political groups

eager to extend their influence into areas formerly held by tradi-

tional family or other leadership groups. 'half-bloods or less,

whose participation was traditionally limited, are now able to parti-

cipate fully. The impact of this will be further aggravated by the

increasing intermarriage rate. Indeed, some day such people could

hypothetically vote the tribe out of existende and liquidate its

assets.

The internal and external social and political issues which

confound the Mississippi Band of Choctaw tend to generate a broader

problem of which way to turn. If they seek assimilation into the

broader culture of the area, they are confounded by the ignorance

and distance *between them and the non-Indians of their communitils.

24
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/f they seek segregation and cultural separation, then they must

devise a means-to unify their scattered populations and channel

their political activities constructively and colle.cti7Fly. Vacil=

lation of federal Indian policy certainly does,4cot clariE this

situation, but without this assistance, *heir ances are weakened.

The le§al, economic, and social issues which conf3kont the

Mississippi Band of Choctaw are several. This settion dentified

some of the saliedt obstacles in their struggle tribal status

and identity. Combined with the general description of their

current status in sectio4 one, these salient issues provide a transi-

to the more specific level of rhetorical strategies used to

ress their problems.

Communication Implications

To understand -ar6ne's communication belavior necessitates

of their rhetorical situation.
23 The preceding his-

t
tory and issue analysis posit a general framework within which to

study the intercultural communication of th Mississippi Choctaw.

That perspective, however, is alone insuffi ient, for within that

context many alternatives are podsible. To haracterize their

situation more specifically, we need to lower the level of abstrac-

tion and enter the social-psychological framework within which

these people are compelled to function. This section provides

such a perspective.

Strategies of Social Oppression

Presuming a crude stimulus-response orientation, one can
(

understand the behavior of an individual, group of individuals, or
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subculture by,first examining the patterns of behavior toed in

dealing with thtm by their overculture. Put another:cmy, if one

se'eks to describe the particular behaviors of an oppressed subcul-
/--

tural group, then first consider the ttrategies and tactics employed

by the overculture or dominating groups. Thus, this subsection

asks bog do'people from the, overculture of Mississippi keep an

individual or group such as the Mississippi Band of Choctaw in a

situation where they can be controlled, manipulated, or othwise

"kept in their place."

The strategies imposed range from bareful use of the legal

system of the overculture to openly illegal activities. Commencing

with the more legal, one of the first approiches used in Mississippi

involves taxation. Given the heed for sufficient taxation.to govern

a politicality, several alternative means are available in our
*

so6tety, e.g., property, sales, income, Itnd other types of taxa-

tion or combinations of them. Some sof these taxes assess the

powerful and' wealthy o a community who possess sufficient where-
.).

withal-to avoid their f 11 ihare or to channel their'share more

directly-into self-serving.projects. In MississiPpi, as well'is

several other states, politicians avoid heaVy property taxes for

fear of offending the powerful land owners. In states where Indians

reside, their property is often exempt from taxation anyway. To

tax the Indians and non-property owners requires other means. Ta-

maihtain social.control of minorities so that wealthier, more influ-,

ential groups can maintain their self interest, criminal taxes are

tometimes used.,
24 These are taxes which accrue from fines of various

legal violAtions. This taxation not only deprives the subcultural
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groups of economic opportunities to bre.ak their cycle of oppression,

but also deprives their indiVidual members of the time to address

econqmic and other problems of their families and groups. To

illustrate this system of selective tax.dtion, one nee4 look not

,(only at Miisissippi, but throughout the country where wealthy

suburbs channel much of their tax money into school systems for

their children while less prosperous ne hborhoods are penalized.

Whereas we are nationally addressing that taxation problem, we

are doing much less with the strategy of selective law enforcement )?

and the consequent manipulation of criminal taxation. When,

however, .01% of your county's population is Indian and over 60%

of your criminal cases involve Indians,
25 one can reasonably

identify selective use of criminal taxation as a strategy employed

to keep the Mississippi Band of Choctaw in thei place.

A less specific, though legal strategy to maintain control
Y'

over a subcultural minority is to capitalize on their ignorance

of the intricacies of the govNining system of the overculture.

This strategy mightobest be labeled the controlled use of confusing

, ambiguity. Examples of this strategy abo in Indian communities

where the people are ,tiorplexed by conflicts etween the state and.

federal government; by the vacillation of the federal government

from a position of guardianship to.a position of autonomy foi

Indians; by inconsistent implementation of federal policies by

employees; by the.jurisdictional problems reflected in the Smith

John case; and by the general ambiguities of a legal system which

requires expensiv4 adirisors to keep your position legal, as in the

-4
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incorporation errors of_the Chata Development Corporation. This

strategy often involves a failure to inform people adequately of.

their rights and, then when they do act, to use "gotcha" games

against them which are reminiscent'af Joseph Heller's Catch 22.
20

In Mississippi this strategy often involves the subtleties of out-

of-court plea bargaining which circumvents costly litigation but

still results in costly penalties for the defendant; this is

further manipulated to *make those in power, appear benign and ben-

evolent instead of manipulative, perhap9ha twentieth-century

versi3O of "noblesse oblige.
.27 The confusing ambiguity is

also evident in other domains such as business and credit systems,

or in education w ere we persuade the minorities totaccept the
N,

myth that education equals opportunity, when often education

simply means little more than greaier awareness of the lack of

opportunities and frustrations.

Shifting to less legal means of oppression, most social

systems entail some marginally legal, if not clearly corrupt and

illegal, activities which become institutionalized. These systems

'of corrupt or quasi-legal activities become interwoven with the

legal system and sometimrs go unnoticed, neglected, or skilifully

ditsguised; this leads to selective enforcement of laws and abusive
%AM

use of legal powers, especially by police. In Mississippi boot-

leggipg and gambling illustrate these activities. Typically, these

activities are provided subcultural groups, but those individuals

are not allowed to participate in the lucrative administration of

-

these "businesses." Vcordingly, 7octaws in Mississippi are
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welcome to patrcinize bootleggers, but not to become bootleggers.
011.

One of the complicating aspects of the Smith John case, for

example, was that he and/or some members of his family, were

bootlegging. During an incarceration, one of Smith John's sons

was beaten by none other than Artis Jenkins (the victim in the

Smith John case), then serving as a constable, to "urge" the

Smith Johns not tO bootleg.
28 This non-legal system generates

a localiset of informal norms which are very difficult to deal

with, because they often carry the force of law; i.e., by selective

law enforcement the atthorities can indirectly use the power of

the law to punish violators of the informal norms of the cor-

ruption network.

Artis Jenkins'.abuse of Smith John's son during an incai-

ceration also illustrates a fourth strategy used to control the

oppressed. This strategy is the use of the established authori-

ties to intimidate. The rural constabulary often comes from the

lower middle class, endorses the middle class values, and is

especially susceptible to pressures from the more powerful members.

°of their community who control their social advancement and

threaten loss of what little the legal guardians might have.

Thus,'the powerful can readily utilize the police and other

"civil servants" to keep the even less powerful.subcultural

groups in place. The techniques typically employed are selective

law enforcement and failure to fully inform people of their

rights and options. This strategy is further enhanced because
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persons who are slightly above the lowest social groups often

fight hardest to suppress-the less fortunate in order to maintain

the tenuOus rung they have on the social ladder.

The most loathsome and illegal strategy of oppression is

the open use of force and other abuses by persons in power. This

strategy is obviously a higher risk, because it reaches the point

of disgust and intolerance of even the most apathetic citizens

who might tolerate the other strategies. Although this strategy

is thus less desirable, it is often necessary as an occasional

reminder of ultimate consequences of non,,compliance with the other

.strategies of oppressiOn. One repulsive example of this approach

occurrecrduring the Christmas holidays, 1977.
29 In one Mississippi

county jail, fourteen Choctaws being held for various misdemeanors

were confined to a twelve foot square cell adjacent to a cell

where two post-conviction felons were being held pending trans-

portation to the state prison. The jailer "inadvertently" left

the door between the two cells open, resulting in several beatings

and homosexual assaults on the Choctaws. If this event aggravates

you, then also recognize that when the federal government in the

mid 1970's built tribal jails for the Mississippi Band of Choctaw

they knew of the jail conditio2s in Mississippi counties and were

trying to save money, because up to that time they had been trans-

porting Choctaws to counties as far away as Meridian, Mississippi;

they knew of the likelihood of /ndian abuse in the county jails

of the Choctaw occupied counties.103

3
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Social Alienation

The collective impact of the strategies of oppression

presented in the preceding subsection is clearly a sodial alien-

ation. In this subsection we are msing the term to refer tq a

profile of the behavior of oppressed people as they respond to

the-strategies which manipdlate and maintain them in place. This

profile approach is analagous to the perspective of_Frantz Fanon

in his famous work The Wretched of the Earth.
31

In that book,

Fanon a black, French, pro-Algerian psychiatrist,.attempted to

profile the oppressed people he treated in his practice. AlthoughJ.
his position overlapS that presented below, he was dealing More

specifically with colonialized Afridans. The following mani-
S.

festations of social alienation are also interwoven, rather than

discrete behavioral patterns, and typical of many Indian grouris

in the United States.

One of the most prominent lanifestations of social alienation

is frustration This typically results from one's inability to

cope, which curiously enough is clten directed at oneself rathei

than the apparently insurmountable impositions of the overculture.

This inability to cope leads, in turn, to problems interacting with

other people. Examples of these interaction problems are in-

numerable: One finds uncritical acquiescence bordering on in-

transigence, and yet some of these same people are vicious with

people closest to them, especially scapegoating members of their

family. These problems erode one's self confidence and lead

further to problems of masculinity and of diminished or irrational

31
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family leadership which disrupt the traditional social, family

unitof their tribe. When the sense of frustrations are intense,

but acquiescent, the overculture has little trouble feeding on the

weaknesses and encouraging a cycle of reduced potential and social

impotence.

When frustrations erode self confidence, reduced motivation

is a likely consequent. Because of the non-competitive world view

and life style of Native Americans, the problems of reduced motivation

become more debilitating. The Mississippi Choctaw are Well known,

currently, as well as historic lty, as gentle, non-aggressive,

cooperative farming people Who in social behavior avoid conflict.

These qualities make them easy prey for an aggressive, competitive,

and violent overculture. Whereas the Mississippi overcultdie

knows how to manipulate persons of these qualities, they must

keep the Weral system from encroaching too far to foil the

manipulative techniques. The collective effect of frustrations

apd reduced motivation is not only manifest in the Choctaws'

culpability, but also in their sense of fatalism and negativism.

At the age of 18-20, males encOuntericlosed doors typical of mid-

life crisis; in fact, the suicide rate of young male Indians is

arttong the highest in the country.
32

Frustration and reduced motivation also result in withdrawal

and escapism. An attitude develops that since I cannot cope

Sufficiently, why try? But instead of atrophy, the indtviduals

invest their time in task irrelevant behaviors--idle work

32
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avoidance--or other compensatory, avoidance behaviors. This often

leads to apathy, alcoholism and drug abuse, and other socially

"irresponsible" behavior. Even among the more responsible in-

dividuals, discussion with them about their problems reveals an

almost apologetic stance regarding th'ir circumstances and a

noticeable nervousness and discomfort when speaking of their

plight.33 They seem to realize their conditions, but prefer

not to address the situation for fear of losing what little

self respect and optimism which remain. Put another way, these

people live in a sense of defeatism which not only invites further

exploitation, but further entrenches the cycle of reduced potential.

Whereas frustration and reduced motivation may lead to with-

drawal and escapism, they may also lead to an unpredictable ag-

gressiveness typical of adolescent rebellion. In this condition,

one who is unable to cope in socially acceptable ways, yet is

unwilling to concede defeat, defends their self concept by divert7

ing attention from their weaknesses to their forcefulness and

physical and verbal aggressiveness. This, in turn, provides an

appearance and/or sense of power and coping ability. As one

Indian reiource person noted, when I am having a beer in a bar

which caters to these frustrated individuals, I feel like I am

sitting in a mine field with man1P-bombs ready to explode.34 This

condition plays into the hands of the overculture who can utilize

law enforcement to take care of the individuals unwilling to

assume defeat. Once these people are branded as "outlaws," they
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further reduce their chances of success, because many doors are

closed to former "criminals," especiallf of a minority backgrouna.

Each of these aspects of social alienation entails serious

self-identity problem's. However, the image problems are further

compounded by the overall confusidn of the situation. The young

and old people lack a clear diiection for self development. With-

out direction and suffering frustration, reduced motivation and

withdiawal, the individuals encounter a social double bind, a

paradoxical situation in which wherever one turns they cannot

succeed. In this mind state a mild schizophrenia develops. On

the one,hand, ,an individual may speaic of hope and prosperity,

but their remarks are replete withicself-denigrating behavior and

fatalism. As the people attempt to break the cycle, they do not

have the ways and means, and then encounter a self-fulfilling

prophesy; they find what they feared of themselves and their

situation are true. These punishing experiences are sometimes

reflected among the youth who react to the stereotypes they en-

counter with an "I'll show you" approach which further enhances

the stereotype not only to the overculture, but to themselves

as well.
35

Overall, these reactions to conditions imposed by the over-

culture are well classified as social alienation. The character-

istics of frustration, reduced motivation, withdrawal, unpredictable

violence, and identity problems, do not alone, nor collectively,

encompass the entire syndrome of behaviors, but they do indnate
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some of the primary, underlying psychologiqal and social factors

which govern the behavior of the Choctaws as they interact with

members of their subculture and with bthers.

Alternative Exits

The preceding subsections on oppressive strategies and

social alienation paint a negative picture. Unfortunately, how-

ever, that'is the perspective from which the oppressed seem to

view their situation. Not all is negative, however, because some

exite are available for the Mississippi Band of Choctaw.to cope

with their vonditions. This subsection examines the viable

strategies employed by the subculture for overcoming the problems

imposed by the overculture and perpetuated by the subculture in

its negative reactions to the problems. Once again, the strategies

are not all inclusive nor are they unique to the Native Americans

of our society; they are, however, among the most prominent em-

ployed by the Missispippi Band of Choctaw.

Perhaps the most basic strategy is to confoun4,the oppressors

by refusing, insofar as possible, to play the game as prescribed.

Because this technique requires extensive awareness of the o'ver-

culture's game and system, some members of the subculture must

seek careful edu ation and training from the overculture,.partic-

ularly in the professions. Unfortunately, with many minority

groups, their well educated members often either remain in the

overculture and do not return to help their tribe, or they re-

turn but stay only long enough to confuse. To succeed with this

35
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strategy not only requires educated assistants, but also the

need for a power base from which to resist. Furthermore, this

approach will often require walking a careful legal tight rope

and thus being mentally prepared to occasionally fall off.

Fortunately, the occasional successes are so gratifying that

they renew energy to continue. One way to employ this strategy
411,

initially is to let outsiders or non-Mississippians know the

dirty linen of the inside perspective. After the Smith John case

surfaced, for example, representatives of the Mississippi Band of

ChoctaW told about its complete details and received a vote of

endorsement by the National Congress of American Indians.
36

- This

increases public.awareneps of oppressfVe strategies and forces

the overculture to utilize their questionable techniques less

openly and less frequently for fear,of the consequences of public

intolerance.

As a positive extension of the strategy of refusing to play

the imposed game, one must substitute an alternative game in

which they can exelcise greater control. In the case of the .

Mississippi Band of Choctaw two examples are prominent. First,

instead of confronting the local people in their courts where

you have a history of failure-r4ove your case to the federal and

tribal courts where you have greater objectivity and chances of

success. Simply to seek out federal aid and guidance more

generally offers a good alternative, because this aisistance can

aid avoidance of local impositions. Unfortunately, this does not
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alwayi happen, because the federal aid is not used wisely. The

aid often is wisely used, as in such cases as 1974 when the Mis-

sissippi Band of Choctaw built their own jails to avoid the con-

ditions in local county jails. Second, an alternative game plan

which forces the overculture into confusion is the cultural heri-

tage strategy. By using one's ethnicity, necessary publicity and

support are obtainable to wield greater influence.

NIAn offshoot/of the Aternative game substitutio s thePt
strategy of exploiting the overcultUre's system, egioecially ex-

hausting in your favor its ambiguities and internal conflicts.

One example of this approacil comes.from the Apache near Ruidosa,

New Mexico. Two stre'amsflowtogeth'er north of Ruidosa and then

floW into town. ThApache already had a dam on one of the streams

. above the confluence. When they needed more water to fill a lake

at a huge resort on the other stream, they dammed it too, and re--

routed the water to their lake. Before legal action was completed

by Ruidosa, the lake filled, the dam was removed, and the Apache

both gdt what they wanted and avoided negative litigation. Usage

of this explOitation strategy often involves the negotiation

technique of excessive demands. Using their cultural heritage as

an excuse for alleged ignorance, the Indians can make unrealistic

demands which force the overculture-to painfully unravel the

demands and treat them realistically. This approach.usually w011

not produce the full demands, but compromises appear so viable to

the overculture that-theyoallow substantial gains.37 Another way

to exploit the system is to play parts of it against each other.
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This is a "turning of the tables" in dealing with the oppressor

16- strategy of confusing ambiguity; only here the oppressed employ

it. The use of jurisdictional difficulties and questionable

legalities can force the states and federal courts into a conflict

which, in turn, forces the federal courts to take up an advocacy

position for the Indians against the state and local forces.

To utilize the preceding strategies of refusing to play

the imposed game, substituting your own game plan, and exploiting

the system requires social and economic powers Essential to

tfiis is a coalition of your own people. For the Mississippi Band

of Choctaw this is made difficult by their geographic spread.
`t

However, they, like other Indian groups, can unify and thus off-

set their weaknesses as individuals dr as small groups. One

pproach to uniffihe individuals is a further aspect of what we

have loosely called the cultural heritage game. This entails the

use of "nativism," whereby one uses powerftil symbols of past ethnic

glories as rally points for unification.38 For example, Indian

groups dig into their remote past, locate customs long since lost,

and revive them to accent their ethnicity. Interestingly, these

renewid grounds of self respect are sometimes fictionalized as

the overculture has presented and stereotyped them, and instead

of digging into their less flashy past they turn to the flashier

verpions of Twentieth-Century Fox. 39' Regardless of the accuracy

or inaccuracy, these symbols become rallying points to maintain

collective clout. Closely related to the importance of collective

strength is the need for economic strength. For a rural economy

such as the Mississippi Band of Choctaw maintain, many of the

38 IL
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techniques used by Other Indian tribes will not be reasonable.

Also the use of tourist trade, perhaps of dubious value in many

calies, is unlikely for an area and absentee group so little known.

The B.I.A. policies which allow Indians to bid for contracts to

provide their own services would assist, butthe confusion created

in the implementation of these policies often confounds or-frightens

k
away the Indians.

40 Overall, unikication, continued federal support,'

and ,prudent tribal use of theAF total assets may not make them

wealthy, but can provide lk power base for the preceding alter-

,

natives and thus a reduction of their social alienation.

Conclusion

This paper examined the situation of the Mississippi Band

of Choctaw. From this examination the bases of their communication

behavior and rhetorical strategies surface. These collectively

reveal the struggle of one ethnic minor4y to establish its

identity, restore'their self respect, and Move to a position of

responsible interaction with the overculture. Even thoughAheir

existence was vindicated in ,court, their status remains as con-

fused as Indian law ind local probl,ms remain. In his analysis

of intercultural relations, RalPh Linton concluded three general

patterns of interaction are likely: inferiority-superiority,

superiority-inferiority, and superiority-superiority.
41

The

Mississppi Band of Choctaw currently relate to the overculture

in an Iferiority-superiority pattern. They do not desire to

replaqe this imbalance with its reverse; instead they seek to
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receive fair and equal treatmenttypical of a superiority-super-

.-c iority pattern in which frpm mutual respect the subculture inter-
,

-acts with the overculture in a mutually reinforcing and productive

fashion. Indeed, tribes and states are increasingly s bstituting

negotiation for litlgation. As long as the oppres ve strategical;

continue, however, the MississiO0i Band of Choctaw will suffer .

the social alienation they currently manifest. Ifithe overculturei

.reassesses its approach they.might provide alternative exits,

other than those we have identified, of a more mutually beneficial

sort. The likelihood of this happening withOut external inter-

vention is unfortunately remotet Thus the case of Smith John

represented a crucial plateau necessary to establish their con-

tinued reaistance to statt control. The Supreme Court's decision

opened the way for the Mississippi Choctaw to tide their federal

.

recognition as a solid base to fashion alternative exits.po their

dilemma. If new initiatives are not undertaken, then tribal

citizens will again resort to fatalism, defeatism, and* violence..

All of which are antithetical to the underlying rationale of

allowing cultural diversity within our political system.

4 u
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